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Overview of User
Research

We sourced nine participants, 4

male and 5 female,  all pet owners,

from local pet owner Facebook

groups, friends, and family. 

Sample of
Participants 

During user-testing, participants

completed pre-test surveys, timed

task within the mobile app, and

post-test surveys including a system

usability scale

In-Person User
Testing 

The majority of pet owners in the

country are between the ages of

18-35, and therefore, our target

audience falls in this range .

However, because the likelihood of

adults over the age of 70 owning a

pet has increased in recent years,

we included users above our

target, as well.

Participant Age
Range



90.3%
Avg. Task Success Rate

Given a set of eight tasks to accomplish,

users were able to accomplish nearly all of

the tasks in under one minute. The two tasks

that caused a decrease in scores 1) deleting

previously made calendar events and 2)

creating an Apple Wallet pass from within 

 the app's interface 

91.1
Avg. System Usability Score 
 
According to usability.gov, a system usability

score of 68 correlates to a product that is

average in its usability. At an average score

of 91.1 and a median score of 92.5, PetPortal

is currently testing as extremely usable and

user-friendly.  

Positive Findings



One of the largest pain points

for users that we found during

testing is the swipe-to-delete

function, stumping over 50%

of our users.  To solve this, a

Delete button will be added

on the Edit pages.  

Minor pain points users

expressed concern over in the

Edit Page section is the lack of

label and instruction.

Specifically,  the Apple Wallet

icon needs to let the user know

that is where PetPasses are

created. 

A number of users mentioned

that they would like to

experience better integration

of data. For example, rather

than typing out the pet name,

they would prefer there

already be an option of the

pets they've already saved.  

The Vet page needs to be

adjusted with more options to

add long-form details about

the users Veterinarian, such as

which specific vet in an office

your pet regularly sees.  



Moving Forward

Specifically, the swipe-to-delete and Add to Apple Wallet

functions are not as inutituve as we imagined when

designing them. For this reason, using text and buttons will

further assist users in navigating the app's core functions.  

Instructional Labels

Next design steps include polishing all icons and labels

within the mobile app, such as adjusting margins to

properlydisplay pet names. 

Design Adjustments

Establish integrated data system so that Pet information

appears in multiple tabs (i.e. Calendar event syncs with

saved pets) and PetPass populates user-inputted

information. 

Data Integration



Appendices can be found at
the link below:

shorturl.at/hqOQT
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